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UD STUDENT CREATES ELFIN MAGIC
IN NBC CHRISTMAS MOVIE

DAYTON, Ohio -- Dan Okenfuss, a JUnlor at the University of
Dayton, is planning a routine winter break.

He will go home to

Cincinnati, spend some time with the family and watch himself on
national television portraying an elf lawn mannequin who must be
brought to life in order to save st. Nick.
Okenfuss, a 4-foot-6-inch international studies and German
major, landed the part in "A Mom for Christmas," a made-for-TV
movie starring Olivia Newton-John that will air Dec. 17 on NBC.
The movie was filmed entirely in Cincinnati.
As an elf, Okenfuss was forced to stand motionless before
being brought to life--a task made difficult by the belowfreezing Nov. 8 temperature.

"We must have filmed that scene 10

or 11 times, because the director kept saying, 'Cut, sorry, we
could see you breathe,'" says Okenfuss.
As secretary of the Cincinnati chapter of the Little People
of America, Okenfuss says he has mixed feelings about the role.
"We're trying to eliminate the stereotypes of little people as
munchkins and elves.

But we thought this would be a very

different kind of image, because we're there to please the
children, which is the major audience for this production."
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Okenfuss, who sports a white fright wig, Mr. Spock ears, a
beard and curled boots in the movie, is looking forward to a
career in international business or government, but he admits
that an actor's salary--he earned $1,300 for two days of work-can be tempting.
"If this comes around often, of course I'll take it," he
says.
-30For media interviews, contact Dan Okenfuss at (513) 229-5451 or
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